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Executive Summary 

Over the past week we re-introduced some alternative counts, all of which bullish and some simple more bullish 

than others. The market keeps tracking them well; and we still can’t eliminate them. Our preferred count remains 

intermediate v of major 3 is underway: Ideal target: SPX2212-2252. We modified our first alternate count in that it 

could be that intermediate i of major 3 is close to peaking in the SPX2190-2195 zone, possibly a bit higher. Only a 

break below SPX2148 will confirm this count. Intermediate ii will then drop to SPX2100 +/20 before intermediate iii 

will take hold and rocket the market higher. BUT, a break above SPX2195/2200 will continue to give priority to our 

preferred count. 

 

How to trade this? 

Our first meaningful target remains the SPX2190-2195 zone, BUT now for a possible intermediate i wave. Stops 

should therefore be set at around SPX2170 for intermediate term investors (swing traders) and just above entry for 

more aggressive investors to protect profits. Long term investors can set a stop at SPX2148 as a break below that 

level means intermediate ii is underway and better (lower ) price levels to buy can be expected.  
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Elliot wave update 

Over the last week, we re-introduced our possible counts and are able to narrow them down to the following, with 

a tweak to the 2nd alternative: 

1) Intermediate iii topped at SPX2178 and intermediate iv bottomed at SPX2148 (perfectly inside our target zone of 

SPX2153-2139 (23.6-38.2% retrace of all of iii)). Intermediate v of major 3 is now underway and can reach max 

SPX2252. Further price targets are given in Figure 1 below. 

2) Intermediate i of major 3 is underway; targeting SPX2190-2195s (See Figure 2, page 3). Intermedate ii should then 

target SPX2117-2060 before intermediate iii takes hold. This count will mean the market will stall within the next 1-

2 days and drop swiftly once again. Only a break below SPX2148 will confirm this count. 

3) Minor 1 of intermediate iii of major 3 topped at SPX2178, minor 2 bottomed at SPX2148 and minor 3 of 

intermediate iii is now underway (See figure 5, page 6). This count will require an explosive move to the upside soon. 

On the hourly chart, see Figure. 1, we count the SPX2148 low as intermedaite iv and the box inside the chart shows 

the possible targets for intermediate v. Note that the shorter intermediate v will be (e.g. SPX2188), the more likely 

the 2nd alternate count will become as in that case major 3, which consists of the 5 intermediate counts becomes 

rather short in comparison the major 1 (~200p vs 310p).  

Figure 1. SPX 60min chart: preferred bullish count. Intermediate v of major 3 should now be underway. 
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The 10min chart below sports the 1st alternate count; with minor 5 of intermediate i (of major 3 of Primary V) now 

underway. It should target around SPX2190-2195. Intermediate ii should then take hold and bring price back to 

around SPX2100 +/- 20 before intermediate iii will rocket the market much higher. 

Figure 2. SPX 10min chart: 1st alternate bullish count. Intermediate i of major 3 almost complete. 
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Market update. 

The daily TI chart has renewed buy-signals and continues to sport tight Bollinger bands: a large move is coming. The 

typical Fib-extensions for a 5th wave (0.618x 1 to 1.00x 1) target right into our resistance zone box we’ve had for 

some time now and it gives credit to this count. But we’re not naïve to assume this is the correct count, hence the 

alternatives. Ideally we would now like to see follow through as in mid-April (orange circle), when the Bollinger Bands 

were very tight as well. Hence, the next few days will give us a better idea of which count is operable (1 vs 2 vs 3).  

Figure 3. SPX daily TI chart. All TIs pointing back up. Resistance zone likely next target. 
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The weekly chart shows price has closed also this week above the upper parallel green trend line; suggesting the 

breakout is real. A lagging MFI (on a weekly scale!) was a point of concern last week is, but this week it confirmed 

the up move in price this week. In addition, all TIs (and SMAs) continue to point up, with no negative divergence or 

sell signals anywhere. Hence, our SPX2225 upside target remains in play and fits with our preferred count. 

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI line chart. All TIs continue to point up. Next–symmetry- target SPX2225ish remains.  
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The daily TI chart of the DOW sports our 2nd alternate count, which is even more bullish than the first two counts. 

It means the market is getting ready for the heart of 3rd of a 3rd wave. It will mean price will go up relentlessly over 

the next foreseeable future. The tight Bollinger bands surely forecast a big move is coming, and price remained 

nicely inside the dotted, black uptrend channel. If we look at the weekly chart (insert) we see how price also found 

support at the ATH breakout level (green line) and the lower blue uptrend line. The next logical target is the upper 

blue trendline at $18727. That’s 1% upside, and translates to SPX2205ish assuming a 1:1 relationship. 

Figure 5. INDU daily TI chart. 2nd alternate bullish count. Minor 3 of intermediate iii now underway. 
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The COMPQ remains well on its way to $5400. It found support at $5100 (as we raised our support level to there), 

and although not making a new ATH, made a new ATH closing high. The weekly TIs look long and strong with no sell-

signals or negative divergences here either. Hence, based on this week’s chart we see no reason to change our target 

or support level. The latter will be raised to $5200 if the COMPQ closes higher next week as well.  

Figure 5. COMPQ weekly TI chart. All TIs pointing up. Next target $5400 remains on tap. 
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Market breadth 

Last week we looked at the SPXA50R and SPXA200R, and we continue this week as the 50R shows possible negative 

divergence. But, it does need to turn down first to confirm it because otherwise it can simple keep on climbing higher 

over the coming days erasing the possible divergence. However, the 200R did make a higher high today; confirming 

the price move. Hence, the message is mixed this week.  

Figure 6. Less stocks above their 50d, but more above their 200d SMAs now compared to 2-3 weeks ago. 
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Market breadth as measured by the McClellan Oscillator for the S&P500 (SPXMO) increased today, but remained 

negative. As such the SPX-SI (summation index of the SPXMO) put in a sell signal 3 days ago. This setup is similar to 

that in April and May; and if indeed these similarities hold are in line with a 5th wave.  

Figure 7. SPXMO still negative, but increasing. SPXSI on sell. Typical for a 5th wave!? 
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Miscellaneous 

Some of you have asked me why we waited so long for longer term investors to give the “all clear” sign. The reason 

is mainly the long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA): it was full blown bearish until mid-March and didn’t 

turn decisively more bullish until early June; when ALL LT-SMAs turned back up. Please see figure 7A.  

The Short term (ST-SMA) remains 100% bullish and the LT-SMA remains around 90% bullish. Clearly price is above 

ALL SMAs; even the shortest of the ST-SMA chart (5d SMA).  

Hence, these charts continue to foretell short and long term upside supporting our preferred Elliot Wave count.  

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart keeps improving   ST-SMA chart 100% Bullish.    

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

 

All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 21, 2017 (100/100 Power) 
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